Bullseye Range Rules
Safety
1. Use of alcoholic beverages or any controlled substances is positively forbidden on the
Range.
2. Persons who are impaired by any substance (including prescribed substances) are not
permitted to handle firearms.
3. Hearing and eye protection is required of ALL shooters and spectators.
4. Cold Range. No loaded firearms will be brought to or from the range. When not actively
engaged in shooting, firearms shall be unloaded and secured in a holster, case, or
grounded on a bench or table.
5. Grounded firearms shall be unloaded and have their actions open.
6. While anyone is forward of the firing line, warning lights must be used. All firearms shall
be grounded, unloaded, and have their actions open.
7. No firearms are to be handled or touched while anyone is in front of the firing
line.
8. Shooter must be at firing line while shooting (not behind or in front)
9. When a Cease Fire or Stop command is given, all shooters are to stop firing immediately,
and secure their firearms, unloaded, actions open and placed on the bench.
10.No shooter can proceed down range until all firearms have been secured.
11.Firearms must be pointed down range at all times.
12.All shots must be aimed to impact the berm.
General
13.Leave the range cleaner than you found it-pickup after yourself. Pick up all casings
(brass, aluminum, steel), hulls, and ammo boxes.
14.No center fire rifle cartridges or shotgun ammunition (shot shell or slug) –including those
fired in a handgun- may be fired on this range.
15.Rifles firing pistol cartridges and .22 rimfire rifles may be used.
16.Black powder firearms (cartridge and muzzle loaders) may be used. In-line style black
powder firearms are not allowed.
17.Tracer or incendiary ammunition of any type is not allowed.
18.These rules may be temporarily modified during events supervised directly by designated
Pistol Division Match Directors.
Targets
19.Post all targets in the provided target frames on the provided pins.
20.Only cardboard and paper backed cardboard targets allowed.
21.Do NOT shoot the target frames.
22.Shooting at targets or objects placed on the ground or the berm is forbidden.

